
Whale SENSE 2022 On-The-Water Evaluation

Date Time

Evaluator Name

Captain Name Naturalist Name

Whale Watch Company

Operational Compliance with Whale Watch Guidelines

Time of First 
Whale Sighting Species Sighted # of Animals in Group

Time Spent on 
Animal/Group

Other vessels present (select all that apply)

Commercial whale watch
Recreational vessel
Commercial fishing vessel
Recreational fishing vessel
Other

Animal behavior on vessel approach 
(select all that apply)

Feeding
Logging
Traveling
Breaching
Other active behaviors

Were whale calves present?

Yes No

Disclaimer: Form criteria is limited to criteria that are usually easily observable, but we are aware that evaluators are not guaranteed to accurately capture all criteria despite 
their best efforts.

Did you see the Whale SENSE placard posted on 
the vessel and/or in the ticket booth?

Yes    Where?
No

Did you see whale watch guidelines posted 
on the vessel and/or in ticket booth?

Yes    Where?
No

***Reminder: Collect videos and photos at minimum to send in with this form***



Please indicate how much you agree or disagree with the following statements as they relate 
to the vessel operation around the first sighted whale or dolphin.

Strongly 
Agree

Agree Unknown/
Not 

Applicable

Disagree Strongly 
Disagree

Lookout is posted when animal is sighted

Vessel coordinates viewing time with 
other vessels

When 600 feet or closer to whale, vessel 
approaches from behind

When 600 feet or closer to whale, vessel 
does NOT attempt a head-on approach.

Vessel does NOT intentionally approach 
whale within 100 feet.

If approached by animal within 100 feet, 
vessel places engines in neutral

Vessel does NOT cut off traveling 
animal's path.

Vessel departs animal at slow safe speed

Vessel departs area ONLY after animal 
is known to be clear of the vessel.

Animal does NOT abruptly change 
directions or show signs of potential 
disturbance at the approach of the 
vessel.

Applies to all large whale viewing except right whales 

Applies to dolphin viewing

Applies to seal viewing

*Marine mammal illustrations courtesy of Uko Gorter
Disclaimer: Form criteria is limited to criteria that are usually easily observable, but we are aware that evaluators are not guaranteed to accurately capture all criteria despite 
their best efforts.



Marine Mammal Viewing Guidelines (Continued)

Strongly 
Agree

Agree Not 
Applicable

Disagree Strongly 
Disagree

Vessel does NOT intentionally approach 
dolphins or seals within 50 yards (150 
feet)

If approached within 150 feet by 
dolphins, vessel places engines in 
neutral.

Vessel does NOT intentionally cause 
dolphin to bow ride or wake surf

Vessel does NOT flush seals from haul 
out site.

Additional comments on vessel behavior (concerns and compliments). Please be specific.  
Provide photos if necessary.

*Marine mammal illustrations courresy of Uko Gorter
Disclaimer: Form criteria is limited to criteria that are usually easily observable, but we are aware that evaluators are not guaranteed to accurately capture all criteria despite 
their best efforts.



Naturalist Narration

Please check the topics that were discussed by the naturalist during the whale watch.

Discussed in 
detail

Mentioned but 
no detail

Not mentioned Not sure

Whale protection laws

Whale threats

Whale conservation 
measures

Whale watch 
guidelines

Whale SENSE

Stellwagen Bank 
National Marine 
Sanctuary*

Any additional comments (concerns and compliments) on whale watch narration:

Disclaimer: Form criteria is limited to criteria that are usually easily observable, but we are aware that evaluators are not guaranteed to accurately capture all criteria despite 
their best efforts.

Any additional information that may be helpful to know? i.e. sea/weather conditions, # of passengers vs 
vessel capacity, audio quality?

*Naturalist mention of Stellwagen Bank National Marine Sanctuary is only required of Massachusetts based companies
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